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The purpose of this thesis was to find out how the traditional 12 principles of animation 
are applied in current 3D games. The aim of the study was to highlight aspects and find 
the best practices to be considered when working with animations in 3D games. The re-
search was aimed at providing background for the case game, Stardust Galaxy Warriors. 
The background data were collected and processed from various sources, including 
books, different web sources and pre-recorded presentations. The first part of the theoret-
ical section introduces the origin and definition of the 12 animation principles, followed 
by an overview of the most important factors and circumstances affecting the production 
of 3D video game animations. The latter part of the theoretical section collects and sum-
marizes numerous interpretations and functionality of the individual principles in video 
games. The theoretical part is followed by the case study, where examples from the game 
are presented and analyzed. 
It was found that the principles of animation in games are not only used to ensure a certain 
quality of movement or character actions, but to convey and complete the game’s design. 
An animation can be considered successful if it clearly communicates an action while 
aligning perfectly with how the game was meant to be played. This is key in the aesthetics 
and immersion of a game. Furthermore, the study also showed how the principles are 
interpreted and employed to fit well with the game. 
The findings indicate that most traditional animation principles can still be applied in 3D 
games as in other mediums. However, the most influential factor on how those principles 
should be utilized is the game design. It would be interesting to further study the intricate 
relationship between animations, game design, gameplay, and user experience.
Key words: animation, 3d, game 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS 
 
 
PC Game character controlled by the player 
 
NPC Characters of a game that are not controlled by the player 
 
3D game refers to games that feature 3-dimensional graphics (3D mod-
els), instead of sprites or drawings 
 
Rig 3D rigging is the process of creating a skeleton and the corre-
sponding controls for a 3D model, preparing it for specific de-
formations and animations. A rig is often referred to as an an-
imation ready, “fully rigged” character 
 
AI Artificial intelligence 
 
Steam Steam has been founded by the American company Valve. It 
is currently the world’s largest digital platform and market-
place for pc game distribution and publishing. 
 
Telegraphing Telegraphing in games is referred to any action that suggests 
a consecutive action. In most games this is used broadly to 
give the player a clear implication to what is about to happen 
next. As an example, a sudden change in music, a sound effect 
or an enemy wind-up move can all indicate change and maybe 
even a player input is required.    
 
Broadcast A synonym for Telegraphing. 
 
Feature animation Refers to full-length movies, primarily featuring digital char-
acters and environments made with computer generated 
graphics.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The time this thesis was initiated, the author of was already working on a game as a mod-
eler and animator. The animation classes in the school offered a good overview but it was 
time to put theory into practice. 
 
The goal of this thesis is to observe and discuss how the traditional 12 principles of ani-
mation are applied in 3D games. First organized by long time Disney animators Frank 
Thomas and Ollie Johnston, the principles are interpreted and applied many different 
ways, across industries working with animations. Current 3D games use these widely as 
well, to apparel their characters with credibility and make their actions feel believable. 
The emphasis is going to be on 3D games and mainly on the player controlled (PC) char-
acter, as these are the aspects that best help highlight how game animations are different 
from other mediums like animation movies or cartoons. The study might present exam-
ples from other mediums and art forms too, in case those help explain a certain problem 
better. 
 
The study shall draw examples from games known for their successful animations like: 
Monster Hunter, Shadow of the Colossus, Jak and Daxter, Overwatch and Skullgirls, just 
to mention a few. With the use of the findings the thesis will evaluate the animations of 
the game Stardust Galaxy Warriors, in which the writer of this thesis has personally 
worked, as an animator. 
  
The thesis strives to offer an accessible read and overview for anyone who is new or 
interested in 3D game animations. The thesis will contain information about the chal-
lenges, differences and best practices unique to game animations. Furthermore, it aims to 
deliver techniques and theories that anybody should be able to immediately apply in their 
own works. 
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2 THE ORIGIN OF THE PRINCIPLES 
2.1 Disney`s Nine Old Men 
The core animators, or as Walt Disney himself referred to them, the (Disney`s) Nine Old 
Men, are the people behind the first and most famous cartoons produced at the Walt Dis-
ney Studios. To mention a few, these were animated movies like Cinderella, Alice in 
Wonderland, Peter Pan, Lady and the Tramp, Sleeping Beauty. One of the great accom-
plishments during their years spent working at Disney was to refine the 12 basic principles 
of animation. (Montgomery, 2012, 7.) 
2.2 How and why the 12 principles were organized 
The core animators at Disney worked together on enhancing their animations day by day 
and a jargon had been developed using words like overlapping, pose to pose, aiming, 
squash. These expressions were used and isolated more and more, representing or serving 
as a guide for a certain phase of the character animations. As the animators kept searching 
for better methods to relate their drawings to each other, they found a few ways that of-
fered predictable results. Using these special methods, drawing characters to life offered 
a certain security. With time the processes acquired their own names, got further perfected 
and were used as rules of trade each time a new artist joined the staff. They eventually 
became the fundamental principles of animation. (Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 48.) 
2.3 What are the 12 principles? 
1. Squash and Stretch 
 
Squash and stretch is considered as one of the most important principles used in anima-
tions. According to this principle, anything that is composed of living flesh, no matter 
how bony, will show considerable movement within its shape in progressing through an 
action. (Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 48-49.) 
 
A quite obscure looking but relevant example is shown in picture 1. This is a slow-motion 
footage from a ball hitting a man’s face.  
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PICTURE 1. Screen capture from a video about slow motion capture. (Football to the 
Face 1000x Slower - The Slow Mo Guys, Youtube 2016). 
 
The squashed state is showing the form being flattened out under great pressure or 
amassed and pushed together. The stretching state shows the same form in very drawn-
out, lengthy condition. The essence of this principle lies in the movement drawn from one 
pose to the other (picture 2). When applying this principle, it is crucial to keep the overall 
volume of the form in mind. By thinking of the volume of the mass and the way it travels 
through movement, animators can avoid the drawings to look bloated and stringy. 
(Thomas & Johnston 1981, 47-50.) 
 
PICTURE 2. Squash and Stretch (The Illusion of Life, 1981) 
 
According to White (2006, 371), today, where most animators have solid understanding 
of anatomy and the concepts of structured skeletal foundations beneath the skin, the old 
extreme ways of showing squash and stretch like for example in Max Fleisher animations, 
seems out-dated (picture 3). 
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PICTURE 3. Max Fleischer-inspired sequence from “Endangered Species” (Tony White, 
2006) 
 
Changing the overall volume of a character this drastically will give the illusion of no 
underlying anatomy or structure.  
 
2. Anticipation 
 
The principle of anticipation is based on an observation which reveals that the audience 
will not understand a series of happenings on the screen unless there is a planned sequence 
leading the eye from one action to the next. Anticipation will help the viewer prepare for 
the next action and will suggests the nature of it. This old theatrical device might not give 
an answer to why a character is doing something, but it will make it absolutely clear what 
the character is doing. (Thomas & Johnston 1981, 51-53.) 
 
Anticipation or as Lee Montgomery (2012, 99.) calls it: building up the action, is present 
in our every move. It can be well observed in sports, running (picture 4) or boxing for 
example, on how the body coils in opposite direction before the action to build energy. 
 
 
PICTURE 4. Anticipation (Animators Survival Kit, 2001, 275) 
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3. Staging 
 
Staging is the most general of the principles, it originates from the theatre. It means pre-
senting an idea so that it is unmistakably clear for the audience. If staged properly, an 
action is understood, a personality is recognizable and even an expression can be clearly 
seen. Each of these are communicating to the fullest extend to the viewer. The most im-
portant consideration is always the story point. Every frame and every shot need to sup-
port the story and atmosphere. With experience and constant experimentation at Disney, 
it came clear how important it is to keep the silhouette in mind while staging (picture 5). 
So, an action should not only be natural and realistic but keeping a clear silhouette image 
too. (Thomas & Johnston 1981, 53-56.) 
 
 
PICTURE 5. Screen capture of the feature animation Sleeping Beauty (Illusion of Life, 
1981) 
 
4. Straight Ahead and Pose to Pose 
 
Straight Ahead and Pose to Pose are not really principles of animation but the two main 
methods or practices of creating animations. Straight Ahead means that the animator 
works their way from the first drawing, simply taking off, doing one drawing after the 
other. It is a great way to keep the whole process creative and open, with knowing the 
business of the scene but without planning too much ahead. Doing animation this way 
will give a fresh look to the action and will leave more room for improvisation and ideas. 
(Thomas & Johnston 1981, 57.) 
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However, there are some risks involved using this technique. Alan Becker (2017), the 
creator of the successful Youtube series called Animator vs. Animations, explains that 
using this method can lead to the character changing size, volume or being in a different 
level from beginning to end. 
 
With the Pose to Pose method, actions are planned more carefully, figuring out the key 
poses needed to animate the business, establishing strong and well readable connection 
between them (picture 6). More time is spent on improving the key poses and a greater 
control is granted over the movements. Opposed to Straight Ahead, key poses are laid 
down first to see if those feel right, and this way problems can be caught early on 
(Youtube 2017). 
 
 
PICTURE 6. Screen capture from a video about Pose to Pose (12 Principles of Animation, 
Youtube, 2017) 
 
With Pose to Pose there is clarity and strength and in Straight Ahead Action, there is 
spontaneity.  
 
The animator should be as surprised as anyone at the way it comes out. 
(Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 58) 
 
Often these methods are used combined in a way that keeps the Straight-Ahead Action 
from getting out of hand (Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 58). One example to make the best 
out of both methods is characters with overlapping animations. If the character has long 
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ears or hair for example, those can be animated with Straight Ahead, after the main action 
of the character was done with Pose to Pose. This allows animators to focus on the char-
acters dynamics and volume without the distraction of the overlapping movements and 
then to focus on the overlapping actions, without the distraction of the rest of the body. 
(Becker, Youtube 2017) 
 
5. Follow Through and Overlapping Action 
 
If a character action comes to sudden and complete stop, it feels stiff and unnatural. To 
correct these situations, animators at Disney used techniques that they called “Follow 
Through” and ”Overlapping Action”.  Which one of those describes the situation better, 
really depends on the actual scene. The goal was to keep animations alive on all frames, 
avoiding full stops, bringing authenticity and plausibility to the action with constant lay-
ered movements. (Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 60)  
 
When the main body moves, the tip of the appendage dragging behind should be the last 
one to catch up. When the main body stops, the tip should follow through the furthest 
before settling back. This is not only true to appendages but the whole body as well. When 
the action is coming to a stop, the body will follow through and then come back. Just as 
a character needs to anticipate his jump, it needs to follow through his landing. 
In the example below, the baseball thrower’s arms, legs, and even the spine, follow 
through before it comes back to rest (picture 7).    
 
 
PICTURE 7. Follow-Through an Overlapping Action (Tradigital Maya, 2012, 179) 
 
6. Slow In and Slow Out 
 
Slow-in and Slow-out, also known as Ease-in and Ease-out is the principles that describes 
how almost all movement starts slowly, builds speed and finishes slowly (picture 8). It is 
one of the most important principle to achieve lifelike motion. Apart from robots, nothing 
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really moves evenly, with constant speed. Hence, this principle is the tool in the anima-
tor’s hand to make a move appear dynamic or mechanical. (Becker, Youtube 2017) 
 
 
PICTURE 8. Slow In and Slow Out (Animators Survival Kit, 2001) 
 
Traditional animators achieved dynamic, lifelike movement by distributing their in-be-
tween frames more densely to the beginning and the end of the movement’s range. In 3D 
animation, this is achieved by changing the motion curves from linear to spline and ad-
justing the Bezier handles (picture 9). (Becker, Youtube 2017) 
 
 
PICTURE 9. Screen capture from a video about the animation principles (Alan Becker, 
Youtube, 2017) 
 
7. Arcs 
 
Very few living organisms are capable of movements that have a straight, mechanical in 
and out, up or down precision. There might be some exceptions for example in the insect 
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world or the action of the woodpecker, but the movements of most living creatures fol-
lows a slight circular path. This might have to do with the internal skeletal structure or 
weights, but most movements will describe an arc of some sort (picture 10). (Thomas & 
Johnston 1981, 63.) 
 
PICTURE 10. Arcs (Animators Survival Kit, 2001) 
 
8. Secondary Action 
 
Every subsidiary action within the body that supports a main action, without becoming 
dominant or too subtle and rather reinforces the business is called a Secondary Action. 
(Thomas & Johnston, 1981, 65.)  
 
This principle is used to add more dimension to the character animation. Alan Becker 
(2017) says it is important to not let the secondary action dominate the primary action but 
also to not let these supporting actions go unnoticed. Staging is very important in second-
ary action, it should guide the viewers eyes to both the main and secondary actions.   
Secondary action is a great way to convey additional information like in the example 
below (picture 11). The main action is the knocking on the door and the secondary action 
of the left hand adds a certain attitude to it like, anger, caution, grace or neutral.  
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PICTURE 11. Screen capture from a video about Secondary Action (12 Principles of 
Animation, Youtube, 2017) 
 
9. Timing 
 
Before the principle was refined by the Nine Old Man, timing simply meant the number 
of drawings for a move. The number of these drawings determined the time that the action 
took on the screen. During the early periods, animators would put a scene over quickly if 
it was simple, expressive and clear enough. However, the complex relationship that came 
with Secondary and Overlapping Actions called for extensive refinements. Two single 
extreme poses could communicate a multitude of ideas, depending entirely on the timing. 
The number of in-between drawings started to play key role in altering the meaning of an 
action. (Thomas & Johnston 1981, 65-66.) 
 
As it is explained in this TED video example (2014), the timing and the spacing of the 
frames can lead to drastically different results. The relationship between timing and spac-
ing can be applied in countless ways and used to animate all types of action (picture 12). 
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PICTURE 12. Screen capture from a video about Timing and Spacing (Animation basics: 
The art of timing and spacing - TED-Ed, Youtube, 2014) 
 
10. Exaggeration 
 
Exaggeration is a principle that promotes pushing a pose just a little further than the norm 
and making the scene even more convincing and believable for the audience. At the be-
ginning there was some confusion at the studio when Walt Disney would ask for more 
realism in the drawings but then criticized the final result for not being exaggerated 
enough. Some artists thought that exaggeration meant more distorted drawings or some 
disturbingly violent scenes. The point was missed, all Walt wanted to see was further 
development and emphasis on the heart of the scene or a character. (Thomas & Johnston 
1981, 67.) 
 
Becker says (2017) that it is surprising how more exaggeration can always be added (pic-
ture 13). Often, they way to approach exaggeration is to overdo it at first, until it com-
pletely breaks the scene then reduce it again, until it feels right. Exaggeration can be used 
to emphasis any action, emotion, mood or business taking place on the screen. 
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PICTURE 13. Screen capture from a video about Exaggeration (12 Principles of Anima-
tion, Youtube, 2017)  
 
11. Solid Drawing 
 
Obviously, the hand drawn scenes and the new type of animation demanded certain skills 
and quality. At Disney, they put the question to the young trainees: “Does your drawing 
have depth and balance?” (Thomas & Johnston 1981, 66-67.) 
 
This principle is about making sure that forms feel like they are in 3-dimensional space 
with volume weight and balance (picture 14). (Becker Youtube, 2017) 
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PICTURE 14. Screen capture from a video about Solid Drawing (12 Principles of Ani-
mation, Youtube, 2017) 
 
12. Appeal 
 
Appeal as a principle stands for anything that a person likes to see, a quality of charm, 
pleasing design, simplicity, communication and magnetism (picture 15). If a character 
has appeal the viewers’ attention is drawn in and is being held while appreciating what it 
sees. Any character can and should have appeal, if it is a hero or a villain (Thomas & 
Johnston 1981, 69-70.) 
 
 
PICTURE 15. Appeal (The Illusion of Life, 1981) 
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According to Becker (2015), every animated character should have some charismatic as-
pect to like about them. Appeal should apply to every character in a story or a game and 
it doesn’t only mean good looking. It is more about the properties that make a character 
interesting to look at. (Becker, Youtube, 2015) 
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3 ANIMATING IN GAME INDUSTRY 
 
3.1 Animation in game design and gameplay 
 
Almost all professionals mentioned so far associate animations with game design and 
gameplay. There seems to be a common ground amongst video game animators that the 
game, as the greater entity, utilizes animations as part of the aesthetics. They all press the 
importance of collaboration between departments, during the entirety of the game’s de-
velopment cycle.   
 
The development of current video-games are a complex undertaking, pull-
ing together, programmers, designers, storytellers and graphic experts to go 
through pre/post-production together. (McCarthy et al., 2005)  
 
After processing the subject, it was found that user experience in measuring the success 
of animations is essential.  
 
3.1.1 The experience of playing video games 
 
On the most basic level, video games are an implementation of a computer-based console 
that uses some type of video output. 
 
The experience of playing video-games is usually understood as the subjec-
tive relation between the user and the video-game beyond the actual imple-
mentation of the game. The implementation is bound by the speed of the 
microprocessors of the gaming console, the ergonomics of the controller, 
and the usability of the interface. Experience is more than that, it is also 
considered as a personal relationship. Understanding this relationship as 
personal is problematic under a scientific scope. (Popper 1994) 
 
A video game can be perceived by two fundamental components: gameplay and environ-
ment. The gameplay defines what the game is about, what the rules and scenarios are, 
while the environment is the way the game is presented to the player, with graphics and 
sounds! 
 
3.1.2 The M.D.A. model 
 
The M.D.A. model tries to bridge what designers are creating and what the player is ex-
pecting from a game. The M stands for mechanics and it describes the components of the 
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game, such as representation and algorithm. D is for dynamics and describes how the 
mechanics responses to the players input. Finally, the A as in aesthetics, is about the de-
sirable emotional responses evoked in the player. For the designer the game builds from 
the mechanics on, while for the player the game builds from the aesthetics. 
 
Successful animation in games are far more than just bringing the mechanics to live, 
providing them appeal and character. (Hunicke at al., 2004) 
 
3.2 Animating for video games 
 
Creating animations for an interactive form of media like video games is a bit different 
from those made for movies, feature animations or any other forms of pre-rendered me-
dia. While most principles still apply, there are certain factors in video game production 
that have a significant effect on how these principles can be applied. 
 
3.3 Interactivity and feedback 
 
One of the major differences between video games and movies is interactivity. Adrien-
Luc Sanders (2017), freelance writer, animator, web designer and graphic designer sum-
marizes a couple of key differences between movie and game animations. He says that 
while movies are meant to be viewed from a specific angle and are not designed for in-
teraction, video games allow control over the player character movement, actions and the 
camera. It is designed for constant interaction. This also means that the environments and 
characters must be designed and animated, with keeping in mind, that those will viewed 
from many angles and distances. (ThoughtsCo. 2017) 
 
Another factor related to interactivity is the feedback to player input. Kyle Kenworthy 
(2014) is a principle artist at Schell Games and instructor at CG Master Academy. He 
also worked on projects like Toy Story Midway Mania and Pirates of the Caribbean 
Online. He has over 15 years of experience in the animation and game industry and 
worked for clients such as Pixar, Disney, Sea World and Raytheon. In his video game 
animation masterclass, held in 2014, he highlights the importance of an immediate feed-
back to players input. Controls start to feel irresponsive or broken if the feedback is de-
layed. (Kenworthy, 2014.)  
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This requirement for tight interaction in games has an impact on some of the animation 
principles which will be covered in a later chapter. 
 
3.4 Animation process in 3D games 
 
In feature animations, whole scenes and series of action can be animated in one continu-
ous shot and rendered directly within the 3D software it was created in. Game animations 
are typically built of multiple short clips, in any 3D package, which then gets imported 
and linked together in the game engine, utilizing various parameters offered by the state 
machine and the blend tree. In the image below there is an example of how convoluted 
animation states can get (picture 16). The states are triggered by the gameplay or the 
player’s input. With some additional control by the technical animators, the game engine 
takes care of the transitions between those states. Optimally, the blending between states 
looks smooth and natural, while keeping the control over a character tight and responsive. 
 
  
PICTURE 16. Images from a blog post about game animation (JC Delannoy 2016) 
 
JC Dellanoy (2016), an animation and gameplay software engineer, who previously 
worked at BioWare and now employed at EA Sports, presses the importance of the good 
transitions between these clips to make characters move smoothly and believably. 
Kenworthy (2014) says a jump animation for a game character might consist of up to five 
different tracks. It would have separate anticipation, up cycle, hang time, down cycle and 
land animations. This allows for using the same jump animation for various heights, di-
rections or scenarios, hence respecting the game’s design. Animations serve the game 
design, which is the reason why animating for games is a joint effort of several depart-
ments like designers, riggers, animators and programmers.  
 
Games typically use a lot of looping animations such as walk or run cycles. The challenge 
in game animations is creating seamless transitions between one animation loop cycle 
and the next. One possible series of actions a player may take is to run, jump, pause and 
run again. Another potential sequence is a character that runs, walks, stops, and lies down. 
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An animator must consider multiple combinations of actions that can be taken. As Lee 
Petty (2015), art director at Double Fine says 
 
A good animator knows how to support that kind of open-end-
edness (Lee Petty, 2015) 
 
Another unique aspect of game animation process is faster speed. This is true for both, 
the timing character animations in games in general and the time, animators must finish 
their clips. Kenworthy (2014), who has been working in both industries, estimates that 
game animators are expected to produce 4 seconds of animation in a day, opposed to the 
feature animations, where 3-4 seconds of action can take up a week. Game animations go 
through many iterative phases and they do not need to represent the quality of a Pixar 
movie. The reason behind why the timing and spacing of animation in games are different 
is discussed further below. 
 
3.5 Platform performance and limitations 
 
Games have another crucial limiting factor, compared to movies and that is the power of 
the rendering engine. Daniel Floyed (2016) is a former Pixar animator, 3D character ani-
mation specialist, an advisor at Animation Mentor and member of the Undead Labs team. 
He is also a cofounder and the producer of the successful web-series called Extra Credits 
and Extra Frames. In these series he says that the camera through which the viewer looks 
at the game has to render constantly, update and draw everything that is in the field of its 
view. While doing this, the engine has to keep up, with every possible player input also. 
If the computing of the game console cannot keep up, it will cause the game to slow down, 
skip frames or produce other undesired results. While technology evolves quickly and 
there is more and more processing power in gaming platforms, there are still certain ways 
game developers optimize performance. The performance of an animated character, 
player or non-player character, will depend on how it has been built to do certain actions. 
Characters in games are driven by an underlying skeleton, which defines how they can 
deform or act. The more bones a skeleton has the more sophisticated or complex anima-
tions it can do. However, more bones also have a significant impact on the performance. 
(Floyd, Youtube 2016) Games often use different “level of detail” versions of their props 
or characters. This allows to allocate performance either to a well flowing gameplay, 
when there is a lot of action for example or to show of higher detail and appeal in a lighter 
cinematic scene. (ThoughtsCo., 2017) 
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4 THE PRINCIPLES OF ANIMATION IN GAMES 
 
4.1 Squash and stretch 
 
Squash and stretch remains one of the most important principles. Cartoony style games 
like the Jak and Daxter series, Skullgirls or World to the West benefit from this principle 
widely. Floyed (2016) highlights well the limitations of game character skeleton in this 
example (Picture 17). In the lower part of the image, he demonstrates what a traditional 
hand drawn squash and stretch would look like in a specific frame. Keeping the overall 
volume of the entire mass. In the upper part it can be seen, that certain body parts of the 
Daxter character, like the head and hips, are not able to deform in the same fashion. 
    
 
PICTURE 17. Screen capture of the video about squash and stretch (Jak and Daxter, 
Youtube, 2016) 
 
Floyd also points out that Jak and Daxter is from the Play Station 2 era and modern games 
and game engines enable for much more. Here are a couple of examples how squash and 
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stretch is being used in newer games. As these examples below from the games Over-
watch and League of Legends (picture 18), skeletons and rigs in recent games are much 
more sophisticated and capable of delivering a convincing illusion of squash and stretch.  
 
 
PICTURE 18. Screen capture of the video about squash and stretch (Overwatch, League 
of Legends, Youtube, 2016) 
 
Mariel Cartwright (2017) is the lead animator and art director at Lab Zero Games, who 
worked on titles like SkullGirls and the upcoming and highly anticipated Indivisible. She 
says that game animators have to be a bit smarter or more aware of how and when they 
use squash and stretch. It is not going to be up to them but the game how these animations 
are going to be used. Games utilize a technique called “hitstop” which will hold a couple 
of frames when a punch connects, or two objects collide for example. Hitstops will freeze 
the game for those few frames, to help increase the feel of impact. This means that the 
animator needs to be aware of which specific frames will keep the animations on hold 
and make sure there are no awkward or weirdly overexaggerated frames there (picture 
19). 
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PICTURE 19. Screen capture of the video about game animation (Skullgirls, Twitch, 
2017) 
 
4.1.1 Squash and Stretch simply 
 
Joe Mandia (2012) has been in the animation industry for over 20 years and has worked 
in fields like visual effects, feature animation, commercial and video games. During his 
career he has worked with several prestigious studios, such as Disney Feature Anima-
tions, Sony Imageworks, Digital Domain, Blue Sky Studio and Hi-Rez Studios. In his 
animation masterclass, he approaches squash and stretch in a fundamental and economi-
cal way. His examples depict a development scenario, where computing memory budgets 
are tight, and the character rigs are not capable of stretching. The driving joints can only 
rotate but not translate or scale. Meaning that the distance between any two joints, let’s 
say the spine joints, never changes, not allowing them to stretch out. Mandia simply 
pushes the character’s overall silhouette. In his example, a jump animation, he strives to 
show contrast between the key poses to show squash and stretch (picture 20). 
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PICTURE 20. Screen capture of the video about squash and stretch (Eat3D Animation 
Masterclass, 2012) 
 
Rigs that are capable of real squash and stretch, taking the overall volume into consider-
ation, are a bit more complicated than just joint translation but for this example this 
knowledge is not necessary.  
 
4.2 Anticipation 
 
4.2.1 Anticipation in games 
 
According to Floyd (2016), anticipation plays two important roles in game animations. 
Firstly, it helps to sell body mechanics of an action. Every action must have believable 
power and momentum, which often come from the anticipation. The second important 
role is to help read the action better. It guides the audience’s or player’s eyes and helps 
them prepare for what is about to happen (picture 21). Players often have to respond to 
actions on the screen. The player need to have enough time to respond to the cues on the 
screen and anticipation is instrumental at that. (Floyd, Youtube, 2016) 
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Cartwright (2017) also says that anticipation serves as a sign that the player needs to do 
something. It is a tool for contrast and communication on what’s happening next in the 
game. (Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
 
Below two clear anticipation moments, where the game makes it obvious that the player 
needs to do something such as run, dodge, jump, etc. 
 
 
PICTURE 21. Screen capture of the video about anticipation (Shadow the of Colossus, 
Punch Out, Youtube, 2016) 
 
Monster Hunter is a long running action game series, acclaimed for its long and exhaust-
ing hunts against large creatures. Floyed (2016) states that anticipation is the foundation, 
on what this game’s combat experience rests. Anticipation in monster’s attacks is even 
more important than the in the player’s attacks. To get good in Monster Hunter, the player 
needs to carefully observe and learn monster’s broadcasts, and act accordingly. Game 
designers can use anticipation time to control difficulty and variety. In the late game 
hunts, monsters not only hit harder, but the telegraph of their next attack is getting shorter, 
leaving the player with less time to react. (Floyd, Youtube, 2016) 
 
4.2.2 Anticipation in player character animations 
 
Anticipation is different in player controlled characters. Anticipation is one of the princi-
ples that must be toned down in games because if a player presses a button, most of the 
time, they will expect an instant feedback. If the anticipation for a jump gets too long, the 
controls will feel irresponsive. This is the reason why anticipation in games, especially in 
player character animations, can be very short or entirely missing. One way of compen-
sating for the missing anticipation can be more overlapping motion in the movement. 
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Anticipation happens in the player’s head and body when an obstacle appears on screen, 
right before a player input is required. (Kenworthy, 2014) 
 
Floyed (2016) says that this doesn’t mean, however, that all character actions have to be 
instantaneous. In the context of fighting games like Smash Bros., Street Fighter or Punch 
Out, it might be the case, but not all combat games have to be built around immediate 
attacks. Smash Bros is game of very fast attacks. Most basic attacks land in a small frac-
tion of a second. The immediacy of the action is simply more important there than ani-
mating anticipation. 
 
In this next example, units of frames and seconds are used to try and describe the drastic 
difference in speed, between attacks in two games. Animators use frames as units to meas-
ure the timing and spacing of their animations, not to be confused with the game’s actual 
frame rate, which refers to the speed that the computer renders or draws frames on the 
screen. In most cases, this is either 30 or 60 frames per second and sometimes it can 
fluctuate during gameplay. For clarification, this example will refer to the latter, the 
game’s frame per second. (Floyed, Youtube, 2016) 
 
Here is a comparison where Link’s attack (picture 22) takes around 3-4 frames, about 0.6 
seconds, to connect, while the Great Sword in Monster Hunter (picture 23) takes up to 54 
frames, almost whole 2 seconds.  
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PICTURE 22. Screen capture of the video about anticipation (Smash Bros, Youtube, 
2017) 
 
 
PICTURE 23. Screen capture of the video about anticipation (Monster Hunter, Youtube, 
2017) 
 
The attacks in Monster Hunter do a huge favour for the animators by giving them the time 
to show appropriate anticipation. In return, these animations will be able to emphasize 
the weight of the weapons and the strength the hunter needs to swing them. (Floyed, 
Youtube, 2016) 
 
4.2.3 Contextual anticipation 
 
Christian Moleman (2010), is an experienced freelance and in-house animator, who 
worked for studios like Ubisoft Paris, Akane Studios and NMTRIX. He gives a good 
example of a situation he calls “contextual anticipation” from the game series Uncharted. 
In this scenario, Drake’s sudden posture change anticipates that he is ready to take down 
the guard who is approaching the corner (picture 24). 
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PICTURE 24. Image from a blogpost about animation as gameplay (Gamasutra, Un-
charted 2, 2010) 
 
In games where our avatar is always in front our eyes, so called 3rd person games such as 
Uncharted, it is essential to use gameplay feedback on the player character’s animations. 
 
By showing a character visibly reacting to player actions and to their envi-
ronment you signal their thought process, both their awareness of the situa-
tion and what they plan to do next. People (and creatures) look at things 
before they interact with them. (Moleman, 2016) 
 
When a character is looking at something and pausing to observe it means they have 
noticed something and probably are going to interact with it (picture 25). An AI’s thought 
process and body language can make for a great opportunity for the player to respond and 
read what is about to happen next.  
 
  
PICTURE 25. Image from a blogpost about why designers should learn animation (Ga-
masutra, Alien Isolation, 2016) 
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4.3 Staging 
 
Staging is one of the principles that is in most cases not in the hands of animators says 
Cartwright (2017). The game itself is going to stage the animations and being aware of 
how the characters and environment are going to be viewed is key to successful staging. 
As mentioned in previous chapters, there are many games that give full control over the 
camera, so the player character and the environment can be looked at from any angle at 
any given time.  
 
Team Ico, the developers behind games like Ico, Shadow of the Colossus or The Last 
Guardian, are well known for their majestic games. Besides the excellent sense for timing 
and spacing, staging also plays a huge role in delivering the experience in these games. 
The camera behaves in a hybrid way, remains mainly in the player’s control but with 
certain constraints. It slowly shifts occasionally, to helps selling size, space and even the 
next centre of interest. (Floyed, Youtube, 2016) 
 
4.3.1 Staging for composition 
 
Floyed (2016) presents some unique and stylish ways of staging from the game Shadow 
of the Colossus. The camera rarely puts the main character in the centre, which makes for 
visually nicer looking composition. If the player changes direction, the camera shifts to 
the other side in the same manner. The camera during horseback riding is truly selling the 
sense of speed, while framing the character and the point of interest at the same time 
(picture 26). Besides that, the slight side and lowered angle make the animations appear 
much more dynamic and graceful. (Floyed, Youtube, 2016) 
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PICTURE 26. Screen capture of the video about staging (Shadow of the Colossus, 
Youtube, 2016) 
 
4.3.2 Staging as a guide 
 
In the game Shadow of the Colossus, there is great blend between functionality and style. 
The camera doesn’t only take care of staging and framing the player’s action in the best 
possible way, it makes also sure to communicate the next point of interest for the player 
in this vast world. Doing so by framing the player and always favouring one of the sides, 
revealing more from the direction the player is facing (picture 27). (Floyed, Youtube, 
2016) 
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PICTURE 27. Screen capture of the video about staging (Shadow of the Colossus, 
Youtube, 2016) 
 
4.4 Straight ahead and Pose to pose 
 
The principles Straight ahead or Pose to pose refer to the methods 2D animators could 
choose to animate their actions. There are a couple of interpretations on how it is used in 
3D game production. (Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
 
4.4.1 Straight ahead 
 
Free flowing and organic animations like dust (picture 28), arcs or cloth that are not tied 
to the gameplay directly, benefit more from straight ahead method according to Cart-
wright.  
 
 
PICTURE 28. Screen capture of the video about game animation (Skullgirls, Twitch, 
2017) 
 
4.4.2 Pose to pose for quick results 
 
As Cartwright (2017) talks about the principles Pose to Pose and Straight Ahead, the first 
thing she mentions is that animation and art should be designed around the game and not 
the other way around. The Pose to pose method helps with gameplay, testing the anima-
tions early on in gameplay testing. Using this method early on to check if the actions fit 
the gameplay will save animators a lot of time and effort. (Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
 
Hidetoshi Kai (2009) an animator at Platinum games, who worked on such titles as View-
tiful Joe 1 and 2, Star Fox Guard and Bayonetta, kindly wrote a short blogpost about some 
of their animation processes. While working on the prototype for Bayonetta, he was asked 
to release punches and kicks in a single frame. He achieved this by simply using pose to 
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pose animations and just adding detail and polish once the mechanics were fun (picture 
29).   
However, when we first started Bayonetta, Kamiya-san asked me to try 
making some test motions where the punches and kicks were released in a 
single frame. He was so enamored with that prototype, that even now he 
says, “That version was really good.” 
I wanted to scream, “Well then you don’t need any animation!” 
So even though he feels that way, I keep working hard under Kamiya-san 
(and, of course, for our users as well) so that I can get him to say, “this 
version is even better!!” (Hidetoshi Kai, 2009) 
 
 
PICTURE 29. Screen capture of the video about Bayonetta gameplay prototype (Bayo-
netta, Youtube, 2009) 
 
4.5 Follow-through and Overlap 
 
4.5.1 The limitation of these principles in video games 
 
Follow through pairs up with anticipation, in the sense that in most games it will have to 
be toned down. If anticipation is everything before the main action, follow-through is 
everything after it. Often in games, an animation clip will have to blend into the next clip 
in an instance, based on the input by the player. If the player can give input in a sequence, 
for example executing a chain of attacks, there is almost no time or frames between the 
attack clips, to show follow-through or overlapping action. These few frames are also 
used to wait for players subsequent input. (Kyle Kenworthy, 2014) 
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4.5.2 Follow-Through and Overlap in character action 
 
Cartwright (2017) gives a great example from her own work, done for the game 
Skullgirls. This is a very commonly used method in games and in general, to show inter-
esting follow-through and overlapping action. A piece of cloth, hair clumps, cape or even 
trails can do much for this principle. Apart from the aesthetics, Cartwright managed to 
address an issue with using this principle wisely. The Big Band character is a real heavy 
one and to emphasize his weight, Mariel used no in-betweens during this stomp attack. 
This delivers the feel of a heavy impact but makes for rough and choppy animation. She 
uses however the cape to fill in the missing motion. The delayed flattering of the cloth, 
covering most of Big Bands body, follows the same path (picture 30). 
 
 
PICTURE 30. Screen capture of the video about game animation (Skullgirls, Twitch, 
2017) 
 
SkullGirls is a fast paced but still a hand drawn 2D game, in which animators have a bit 
more artistic freedom than those working on fully 3D character models. (Cartwright, 
Twitch, 2017) 
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Kenworthy (2014) mentioned about an issue regarding follow through and overlap in 3D 
action games. Typically, 3D action game character movements follow each other in an 
unrealistic, rapid succession, using the previously mentioned blending system. This can 
lead to two big issues. One is that the cape, hair, chain or any lifeless attachment respon-
sible for overlapping action will not be able to keep up or blend well with the following 
state of action. This is especially true if the dynamics simulation of the game engine is 
being used to take care of these attachments. It causes all kinds of undesired results, like 
clipping, flickering or completely broken animations on those parts. (Kenworthy 2014) 
 
4.5.3 Follow-trough events 
 
Michael Jungbluth is a senior animator at Volition. He has worked on games such as Elder 
Scrolls Online, Shadow of Mordor, Call of Duty: Black Ops, Singularity, and Wolfen-
stein. He is also the organizer of the GDC Animation Bootcamp. In his free time, he co-
hosts the ReAnimators Podcast. According to Jungbluth (2011), a major aspect of follow 
through action in games is to communicate the weight of the players actions. An action 
leads into the next one, linking the flow of the game together. It tells about what the player 
just did and what is about the happen next. It is key to immersion. An obvious example 
is when a player shoots and enemies injure, die or propane tanks explodes consequently. 
The follow through needs to match the weight of the action but it can be more than just 
visuals. Sometimes audio cues or a slight head nod can display the weight of the action. 
The Doom game, released in 2016 is an excellent example. In this first-person shooter 
game, the player controls a heavily armoured veteran soldier, who needs to fight his way 
through hordes of enemies. While there is nothing new in the formula, the execution and 
attention of the overlapping actions is unique. The player shoots to flinch and eventually 
weaken enemies. Enemies in a weakened state can be executed as the player approaches 
them. Finally, killed enemies drop items for pick up, in the direction where the player 
would logically proceed (picture 31). Players also have the option not to execute enemies 
from up close, offering variety in the rhythm.  
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PICTURE 31. Screen capture of the video about the Doom game (Doom, Youtube, 2017) 
 
It is really challenging the convey the feeling in form of text but this great forward mo-
mentum and these follow-through actions, are truly the bread and butter of the game’s 
combat. It plays big part in the immersion and flow of the game. (Jungbluth, Gamasutra, 
2011) 
 
4.6 Slow in and slow out 
 
According to Kenworthy (2014), Slow-in and -outs get an especially important role in 
game animations.  Opposed to anticipation and follow-through, this principle gets exag-
gerated. Alongside with timing, which is a closely related principle. A typical example of 
this is jumping in games. Characters in most games get some extra time or frames, while 
hanging in the air. In some cases, they can even perform a secondary, so called double 
jump, throwing them even further up and forward. There can be several reasons behind 
these extremely long jumps. In a platformer game for example, jumps can be used to 
cover distance, evade enemies, change direction or even attack. These elongated jumps 
make sense from the gameplay point of view since it grants the necessary time for the 
player to choose its next action. (Kenworthy, 2014)  
 
Cartwright (2017) says that the impact of Slow in and Slow out is very small, where one 
animation clip blends rapidly into the next, typical for games. Often the blending even 
cuts away from these clips to get to the next one faster. In these cases, players just see 
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poses after poses with very little room for ease ins and ease out. A good opportunity to 
use this principle however, is when the player character blends back to its default idle 
pose. An idle animation can be a great starting point. Once the animators know how that 
motion looks like, they can make sure that actions from other clips will “eases” into it. 
(Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
 
4.7 Arcs 
 
4.8 Arcs in games 
 
Arcs is a principle that applies to almost every movement living characters do. Cartwright 
(2017) explains how the principle of Arcs in game character animations is addressed. She 
talks about two different ways of creating arcing motion. One is where the arcs are de-
signed within the animation and the second and more likely scenario in games is where 
arcs are defined by the game itself. As mentioned before, character animation is typically 
build from several clips. A jump animation for example is constructed from several clips 
or phases which are blended in the engine and ultimately controlled by the player. This 
means that the distance and height so basically the arcing of the jump is controlled by the 
game and player. This is a typical a case where designers, programmers and animators 
work close together, to figure out how an animation is going to be used and what the 
possible scenarios are. 
 
The second case is the more traditional way of using arcs and that is where the arcing 
motion happens within the character action. The arcing path of a punch, sword swing or 
a simple walk cycle, where hands, hips and feet follow arcs, to create an organic and 
believable movement. (Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
 
4.8.1 Troubleshoot your arcs 
 
Animations can be seen from various point of view in games, therefore it is a challenging 
task to create motions that are always readable and appealing at the same time, from all 
directions. Mandia (2012) encourages animators to troubleshoot their arcs, with the help 
of the 3D package of their choice. In this example the “Arc tracker” (Maya plug-in) tool 
highlights the world position of each keyframe of that hand swing animation and connects 
them with a curve. With the help of this tool, not only can the animator clearly see how 
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the arcs look like but is also able to adjust or reposition those keyframes, perfecting the 
arc (picture 32). 
 
 
PICTURE 32. Screen capture of the video about squash and stretch (Eat3D Animation 
Masterclass, 2012) 
 
4.8.2 Arcs as effects 
 
Jon Williams (2015) also known as “Turbo Button” is the owner of the YouTube channel, 
also called Turbo Button. In his analytical video about game animation, he talks about the 
complementary role of special effects in action games. In action games, typically an at-
tack will not even have enough frames to create a proper arc. Often these actions are just 
strong key poses blending in a very fast pace based on player input. In these cases, special 
effects can save the day. These effects can supplement an action in various ways. It can 
help show weight, strength, impact or even type of an action. It can help players read a 
move better by indicating the direction and the path of a motion, hence it can take care of 
follow-through and most importantly the arc of the action. 
 
In the first example (picture 33) there is a disconnect between the effect and the actual 
path of the sword swing. Also, the same effect is drawn for every type of weapon and 
attack. This not only makes the attacks look boring, but it makes them appear weightless 
and hard to read. In the second example however, (picture 34) the direction and intensity 
of the attacks are enhanced with proper arcs making them instantly more appealing and 
dynamic. 
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PICTURE 33. Screen capture of the video about animation in action games (Turbo But-
ton, 2015) 
 
 
PICTURE 34. Screen capture of the video about animation in action games (Turbo But-
ton, 2015) 
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4.9 Secondary action 
 
Richmond Chaisiri is the CEO and Co-founder at Bit Egg Inc. He has previously worked 
at Anthem Game Group as art director and at Zynga as senior graphic artist. Chaisiri has 
published an excellent article about the game Darkstalkers, a Capcom classic, and the 
twelve principles of animation. Chaisiri (2010) writes that secondary action is a support-
ing and minor action, complementing the main action. It is commonly mistaken with the 
principle of Follow-through, but secondary motion works well if upon removing it the 
main action remains clear and readable.  
 
With secondary motion you need to be careful not to over/under use it, so it doesn’t cause 
confusion at the final gameplay with all the effects, multiple characters on top of each 
other. (Chaisiri, Darkstalkers and the Twelve Principles of Animation, 2010) 
 
4.10 Timing 
 
Chaisiri (2010) explains that timing as one of the most fundamental and sometimes ab-
stract principle refers to the speed of action in video games. A good example of how the 
principle ties in with the mechanics are fighting games. Specifically, the difference be-
tween light and heavy attacks. The timing of these attacks not only help establish the 
force, physicality and personality of the characters but help balancing gameplay. Heavy 
attacks, mean more commitment and risk but can unleash the characters full potential, 
while light attacks mean less risk and controlled action. A heavy attack doesn’t become 
heavier just because it takes up more frames but because the speed of that attack is timed 
slower. If those frames are padded with longer anticipation and follow-through, instead 
of adjusted timing, it will just probably feel like a longer light attack. (Darkstalkers and 
the Twelve Principles of Animation, 2010) 
 
Floyed (2016) also calls timing the most foundational principle of the twelve. “Timing is 
the speed or tempo” at which an action takes place, any action”. Timing can be an obvious 
principle on a low level, fast things happen quickly, slow things happen slowly. However, 
as soon as animators start building on it, it can be utilized to communicate various things 
from weight through mood to character. 
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In the game Shadow of the Colossus timing drives the entire game’s aesthetics, mechanics 
and immersion. It is not only the immense colossi, that are instrumental to this principle 
but everything else in the game moves elegantly and considered, delivering this overall 
majestic feeling (picture 35).  
 
 
PICTURE 35. Screen capture of the video about staging (Shadow of the Colossus, 
Youtube, 2016) 
 
This is present everywhere from the characters, cutscenes, spaces, camera animations to 
the music. 
 
4.10.1 Timing practically 
 
Cartwright (2017) talks about the constraints of timing in game animations in her presen-
tation at GDC. As much as animators would like to show dramatic wind up before a punch 
or an epic landing after a jump, it will not do any good if that is not how the gameplay is 
designed. A safe approach in development is to first figure out the given frames for a 
specific action, work out the key frames for that given time and lastly distribute the break-
down or in-between frames (picture 36). She says animations doesn’t need to suffer from 
game design, but it always has to serve it. Knowing how the game is meant to be played 
and how much resources there are for a given action, animators can decide how to make 
the best out of it. (Cartwright, Twitch, 2017) 
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PICTURE 36. Screen capture of the video about game animation (Skullgirls, Twitch, 
2017) 
 
4.11 Exaggeration 
 
4.11.1 Exaggeration in poses 
 
Justin Harrison (2013), who is the senior cinematic animator at Rockstar games as well 
as an instructor and content manager at 3D motive.com, demonstrates the principle of 
exaggeration on a game character. This principle works very similarly across mediums, 
but it introduces a couple game specific challenges. In general, it should be used to accent 
an action or the idea that takes place on the screen. It can be utilized in couple of different 
forms. Characters pose or poses can be pushed and exaggerated for more emphasis and 
readability (picture 37). Timing of an action can be exaggerated to highlight certain part 
of a motion that the viewers need to see. Even other principles can be exaggerated, like 
squash and stretch or follow-through to push an idea. 
 
Harrison also points out the importance of finding a good balance in using this principle. 
Animators need to take care to not overdo or use exaggeration everywhere because that 
will remove the contrast between different actions and might overlap with other happen-
ings, taking place on the screen at the same time. To provide a simple example Justin 
compares two similar poses that anticipate the same action. On the second pose there is 
much more exaggeration, making the pose more interesting and dynamic. Justin suggests 
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checking out poses in silhouette or unlit mode, whenever is possible. This helps the ani-
mator read the pose better, without any distraction that might come with lighting or tex-
tures. (Harrison, Youtube, 2013) 
 
    
PICTURE 37. Screen capture of the video about exaggeration in poses and performance 
(3dmotive, Youtube, 2015) 
 
4.12 Solid drawing  
 
Solid drawing is interpreted a bit differently when it comes to computer graphics in gen-
eral. In games it becomes solid or strong poses. Here are some great examples from the 
animation reel of Ken Robkins, from his time working on the game DC Universe Online. 
Game animators also need to develop their sense and skills to produce poses with great 
balance, weight and readability (picture 38)! (Kenworthy, 2014) 
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PICTURE 38. Screen capture of the animation demo reel by Ken Robkins (Robkins, 
Youtube, 2011) 
 
4.13 Appeal 
 
4.13.1 Immersion and appeal in video games 
 
Dr. Georgios Christou received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from Tufts University in 
2007. He is employed by the European University Cyprus and his research interests re-
volve around Game Design, Development and Evaluation. As part of his activity he ex-
amines video games, collects and publishes useful findings, to help other developers suc-
ceed. In his journal from 2014 he is trying to find and measure the relation between im-
mersion and appeal in video games. The study found that the appeal of the game experi-
enced by players who have not played it before depends on the game played. Meaning 
that the content and genre of the game is an important factor when choosing a game to 
play. Immersion was shown to vary depending on the game chosen, and this effect was 
present over both experienced and inexperienced players. Most importantly the study 
showed a positive correlation between immersion and appeal. High level of appeal for a 
game leads to high immersion, or vice versa. The effect is larger than typical, and is ex-
hibited over both amount of play time, and over game played. (Georgios, 2014, 99-100) 
 
4.13.2 Appeal in character design and action 
 
There are endless standards to what is considered appealing, but Becker suggests tackling 
this principle by giving the character a dynamic design. Using a wide variety of shapes 
and playing around with their proportions, will make characters more interesting and rec-
ognizable. The game Overwatch is highly endorsed for its successful character designs, 
which defiantly rests on the appeal (PICTURE 39). It is important to find the appealing 
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aspect of a character and emphasize it with the help of these techniques. At the same time, 
especially for characters that are animated, the design has to remain clear and simple. 
This ensures that appeal and readability continue to apply when in motion.  
 
 
PICTURE 39. Screen capture from the game Overwatch (Overwatch, 2017) 
 
Appeal is not only limited to a character’s appearance and design. Animators should an-
alyse and understand where the appeal of a character comes from and by utilizing various 
principles such as, Exaggeration, Staging or Solid drawing, they should push the clarity 
and interest of any action, that character does. (Becker, Youtube 2017) 
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5 CASE STUDY: STARDUST GALAXY WARRIORS 
5.1 About the game 
 
Stardust Galaxy Warriors was originally developed by a small company called Vasara 
Oy. The company was founded by a handful of students who took their experimental 
game project and made a fully featured game out of it. The original prototype, with the 
same name, won the 2nd price under the “Gamedev” category during Assembly Summer 
2014 convention (picture 40).  
 
 
PICTURE 40. Snapshot of the Assembly Summer archives (Stardust Galaxy Warriors 
first playable prototype) 
 
The final version of the game was released on the 10th of November 2015 for the PC 
through Steam. About a year later, with additional content and as “Stardust Galaxy War-
riors: Stellar Climax” it was re-released, this time on Playstation 4 and Xbox One plat-
forms as well. There have been debates within the team regarding the exact genre of the 
title, but the conclusion is that it plays like a side-scrolling action shooter with the addition 
of light role-playing elements. This means that the player controlled characters fly from 
left to right and have to evade or shoot at enemies that typically move the opposite way. 
The backgrounds are scrolling at a constant rate, providing the sense of speed. The game 
features a total of 5 playable characters, 10 unique boss type enemies and plenty smaller 
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enemies. The role-playing elements are delivered through the particular utility and style 
of each mech and in the weapon and skill upgrade systems.  
 
Stardust Galaxy Warriors plays in a utopian galaxy, where 5 young pilots have to fight 
their way through hordes of enemies, using their iconic and personalized mechs. The bat-
tles take place in various scenes with distinctive environments and enemies, such as Water 
world, Hive world, Robot factory, Abyssal Wreck or Hyperspace. The goal of the game 
is to eliminate all enemies, beat the high score, reveal the mystery behind the ominous 
voice in the radio and to save the galaxy. 
 
The game targeted a generation of players who experienced the classic shooter video 
games R-Type, Gradius, Ikaruga or 1942. At the same time, the game offers an extensive 
multiplayer mode, easy and instant accessibility for all ages, which makes it a family 
friendly experience. 
 
5.2 The animation of Stardust Galaxy Warriors 
 
Stardust Galaxy Warriors was developed with the Unity engine and Autodesk Maya was 
used for the modelling, rigging and animation tasks. Unity’s internal animation system 
Mecanim, allowed for efficient ways to work with animations. It offered some great fea-
tures, like animation retargeting, layering, masking and animation preview, to mention a 
few. The system allowed the team to save time by repurposing animations across charac-
ters. For example, all playable characters share the same movement and sword attack 
animations.  
 
In most cases, the animations were built out of shorter clips and blended together with the 
help of the blend tree and tied to the mechanics with the state machine (picture 41). 
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PICTURE 41. Screen capture of the blend tree and state machine of a player character 
(Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Apart from the technicalities, the animation processes were straight forward. The team 
agreed on a certain frame or time budget for a specific part and the animator tried to make 
the best out of it! There were cases where the frame budget was so tight, that the animator 
only got to do key poses. They left a couple of empty frames before and behind the ani-
mation and the programmers let the engine use those to blend the poses with one another. 
The sword attacks were for example done with this method. 
 
5.3 Where and how did Stardust Galaxy Warriors apply the principles 
 
• Squash and stretch 
 
Because of the limitations of the engine and the general design direction, squash and 
stretch wasn’t really a defining factor in the animations. There were a couple examples, 
however, where it was used. In this example the characters limbs and the crystal shards 
surrounding its body were curled up and stretched out again, to create the feel of squash 
and stretch (picture 42).  
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PICTURE 42. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Anticipation 
 
The gameplay in action shooters always calls for tight and responsive controls. This 
leaves the player character’s actions with limited or no anticipation times. It played an 
instrumental role however, in enemy attack telegraphing. The Hive Queen’s wind up be-
fore the devastating claw attack is one of the clearest examples of this (picture 43). 
 
 
PICTURE 43. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Staging 
 
Staging has been addressed with the overall look of each level. The most important aspect, 
typically to this genre, was readability. The screen often gets flooded with enemies, bul-
lets, projectiles and explosions. In these cases, the top priority was clarity. This means 
that the player has to able to tell enemy bullets from their own, has to know where their 
avatar is on the screen at any given time and has to able to read the whole situation and 
see all possible options (picture 44). 
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PICTURE 44. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Another part of the game where staging played a big role was the character and loadout 
selection menu (picture 45). This is the first section of the game where the players can 
spectate all playable characters with their equipment, from different angles. This menu 
serves as an introduction to the hero characters therefore the Staging principle was accen-
tuated.  
 
 
PICTURE 45. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Straight Ahead Action and Pose to Pose 
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The team used both methods.  
One of the enemies, had a lot of tentacles which were animated with the straight-ahead 
method (picture 46). Since it was a looping animation, the same frames were used as the 
first and the last, making sure the movement cycled seamless. the animation of the first 
tentacle was then copied over to the other tentacles and by adjusting their timing, direc-
tion, etc, varying look and feel was achieved. 
 
 
 PICTURE 46. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
The animator used the pose to pose method to create the attack animations for the player 
character (picture 47). The action needed to be instant and as these poses were following 
each other in rapid succession, it made the illusion of fast and devastating attacks. 
 
 
PICTURE 47. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Follow Through and Overlapping Action 
 
Players are pulling a trail behind them and their legs are also using slight physics showing 
an overlapping action. These subtleties are barely visible when the main actions and ef-
fects draw in the player’s full attention but give an additional dimension to detail. The 
gracefully floating Manta type enemy uses its wide wings and long tail to fly and navigate 
on the screen. The principle of Overlapping Action was used here by subsequently ani-
mating joints of a chain from the base to the tip (picture 48). 
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PICTURE 48. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Another example where this principle was used was Blue Falcon’s attack-recovery ani-
mation. After the sword attack the character spins around as it settles back to the idle 
stance again. A sense of follow-through was added to the whole body. The upper part of 
the body starts the motion, followed by the hips, knees, and the feet are the last ones to 
settle (picture 49).  
 
 
 
PICTURE 49. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Arcs 
 
In general, when a move or an attack animation was designed, the team tried to make sure 
that the action followed a certain arc. The final boss of the game for example, had a melee 
attack where it took the crystal shards around him and blended them into an arc to show 
the momentum and direction of that attack (picture 50).  
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PICTURE 50. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Arcs were important to show weight and direction of the player’s sword attacks too. There 
is an almost instant transition from one slash to the other and players can chain those 
infinitely. The animation of one sword slash is about 2 frames. The technical artist tried 
to trace the sword’s position on those frames and use that information to draw a trail in 
between those, but it looked jaggedy and created unexpected results. There were simply 
not enough frames to support a nice looking arc with that method, so the team decided to 
display a polygonal arc shape upon each slash. This effect was adjusted to the exact 
position of the tip of the sword and to the axis plane on which the attack took place 
(picture 51). 
   
 
PICTURE 51. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
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The animators and programmers applied this principle to the enemy movement as well. 
The enemies were given some interesting paths to follow and wherever it was possible, 
linear movement was avoided. (picture 52).   
 
 
PICTURE 52. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Secondary Action 
 
For the players there was some subtle secondary action used. The player’s movement was 
considered as the primary action and some details was added on top of that. Since the 
players just hover in space, in the same pose as they move around, some secondary action 
felt necessary. The team thought that the guns could have their own actions too. A recoil 
was added, which respects the equipped gun’s fire rate, and additionally, some guns re-
lease empty shells after the fired bullets (picture 53). 
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PICTURE 53. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Most smaller enemies did not seem to benefit from secondary actions as their lifespan 
was short and the main action seemed enough. However, for the most Boss type enemies 
the team tried to add some secondary action utilizing tails, appendages, hovering pieces 
of rocks, etc. 
 
• Timing 
 
The animator used timing excessively to show the difference between enemy types and 
to emphasise size. There was a good variety of enemies throughout the game, from me-
chanical to organic. As an example, the phalanx enemies, shown below, have a very 
snappy, mechanical way of opening, attacking and closing down again (picture 54). 
 
 
PICTURE 54. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
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• Exaggeration 
 
Exaggeration, just like squash and stretch, had to be used in more liberal ways. Bone 
scaling caused issues which resulted in the developers refraining from it for the entire 
project. The team prioritized this principle in actions, that were important from the game-
play point of view.  
 
• Solid Drawing  
 
The only section of the game where the mechs are standing on the ground is the character 
and equipment selection menu (picture 55). If any of the characters is choosen by the 
player the mechs will strike pose as a feedback. In these animations and poses the 
animator had to take care of the harmony between, weight, balance and personality.  
 
 
PICTURE 55. Screen capture of character animation (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
• Appeal 
 
To establish an appeal for the game was one of the developer’s top priority. They were 
aiming to create a universe with remarkable landscapes and scenes as well as to create 
characters that have distinct personalities and fit into that world. In general developers 
looked the whole game and the overall appeal of it and tried to avoid working on elements 
that didn’t belong. The team regularly played the game and took screenshots to see if the 
overall appeal of the game is still present (picture 56).  
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PICTURE 56. Screen capture of gameplay (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
 
Appeal in the character design was approached by equipping each mech with properties 
and signs of an animal, such as tiger, bear, wolf or falcon. These characteristics influenced 
everything from concepts to actions, even attitudes or poses. The design of the mechs 
went through several iterations until the team found a satisfactory appeal in each one 
individually, as well as an appeal as a team. The team often observed them in unlit, “sil-
houette” mode to make sure their shape language is still true to the original ideas (picture 
57).  
The team behind Stardust Galaxy Warriors believes that the game delivers a quality ex-
perience and its appeal and accessibility makes it an attracting product for its target group 
(picture 58). 
 
 
PICTURE 57. Screen capture of character silhouettes (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017) 
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PICTURE 58. Promotional art (Stardust Galaxy Warriors, 2017)  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis studied, how the traditional 12 principles of animations are applied in modern 
3D game animations. The study consists of two major parts. In the first part, the origin 
and purpose of the principles are explained. The second part tried to find answers to what 
the unique challenges are, in creating animations for 3D games, as well as finding infor-
mation on how to overcome those.  
 
6.1 The key findings of the thesis 
 
The principles of animation in games don’t stand alone but always complement each 
other. For the sake of study, it is important to understand what each principle is supposed 
to achieve. However, on a higher level, it is more important to understand how they cor-
relate with each other to make an animation clear, interesting and believable. 
 
The role of animation in video games is unique. Apart from adding to the aesthetics, im-
mersion and overall appeal of a game, if done right, animations can and should communi-
cate the mechanics, conditions and goals of the game. Thus, measuring the success of 
animation in games is best done through gameplay and user experience. 
 
Some principles have a more direct relation with how the game is communicating with 
the player, then others. The principles like Anticipation and Follow-through are typically 
toned down in the player character animations, in exchange for responsible controls and 
readability. They can however play huge role in enemy attack telegraphing or in broad-
casting various situations that the player needs to notice. Timing and closely related Slow-
in and Slow-out gets more emphasis in games for the same reason. Timing of certain 
animations are altered to extremes, to give the player time react or read what is happening.  
 
Depending on the game, there can be cases where certain principles are governed by the 
programmers or the gameplay itself. In these cases, it is a great advantage if the depart-
ments can communicate what the desired goal is, requiring programmers for example to 
understand the basic principles. Technical artists can enhance animations in various ways 
to increase impact or readability.  
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